
Houghton Venus
Price: £2,400.00  Sales tax is included in this price.

Sire: EP Cambridge Navigator
Dam: UKBAS28125 - Houghton Vegas
Type: Female
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: White (Solid Colour)
Registered With: BAS - UKBAS35984
Date of Birth: 13th June 2019

Houghton Venus

White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

EP Cambridge Navigator

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

UKBAS28125 - Houghton Vegas

(White - Huacaya)

EP Cambridge Spartacus

Cambridge Lilly PillyII

UKBAS27484 - Elsendale Fernando Of Houghton (Imp)

UKBAS14054 - Houghton Verity

UKBAS08575 - Neptune of Houghton (Imp)

UKBAS02214 - Vicci of Collingwood

(Import)

IAR/61101 - Benleigh Lorimer (Aust.)

IAR/56062 - Alpacapena Fantasia (Aust)

Description: 

Introducing Venus (AHH1990), a breathtaking alpaca with qualities that will leave you captivated. At just 4 years old,
Venus possesses a stunning combination of desirable characteristics that make her a prized addition to any breeding
program.

Venus's fleece is truly a sight to behold. Her high frequency crimp pattern is a testament to her superior genetics,
creating an enchanting visual display. The remarkably low micron count ensures an incredibly soft and luxurious handle,
while the exceptional density of her fleece adds a touch of opulence.

Beyond her remarkable fleece, Venus is ready for breeding, offering her outstanding genetics to enhance your herd. Her
lineage speaks volumes about the careful selection and breeding that have gone into producing such a remarkable
alpaca. By adding Venus to your program, you're setting the stage for future generations of excellence.

But Venus's appeal extends beyond her genetics and fleece. She possesses a gentle and amiable temperament,
making her a joy to work with and a delightful companion. Her friendly nature is sure to bring a sense of calm and ease
to your alpaca endeavors.

Don't miss the opportunity to make Venus a cherished member of your herd. Contact us today to secure this
extraordinary female and unlock the potential she holds. Venus is ready to embark on the next chapter of her journey,
and with her by your side, your breeding program will flourish with beauty, quality, and gentle temperament.
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